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New Mexico General Education Curriculum Course Certification Form 
 

A. Institution and Course Information 
Name of Institution New Mexico State University 
Department Philosophy 
Course Number, Title, Credits PHIL 124G, Philosophy of Music, 3cr 
Co-requisite Course Number and Title, if any  
Is this application for your system (ENMU, 
NMSU, & UNM)? 

Yes 

Name and Title of Contact Person  
Email and Phone Number of Contact Person  

 
Was this course previously part of the general education curriculum? 
☒  Yes   ☐  No 
 
This course will fulfill general education requirements for (check all that apply): 
☒  AA/AS/BA/BS  ☐  AAS 
  

B. Content Area and Essential Skills 
To which content area should this course be added? Indicate “Other” if the course is not associated with one of the six 
NM General Education content areas. 

☐ Communications  ☐ Mathematics  ☐ Science  ☐ Social & Behavioral Sciences 
☒ Humanities   ☐ Creative & Fine Arts   ☐ Other 

 
Which essential skills will be addressed? 

☐ Communication  ☒ Critical Thinking ☒ Information & Digital Literacy 
☐ Quantitative Reasoning  ☒ Personal & Social Responsibility 

 
C. Learning Outcomes 

This course follows the CCNS SLOs for  
PHIL 1155, Philosophy of Music 

 
List all learning outcomes that are shared between course sections at your institution. 

Common Course Student Learning Outcomes (find Common Course SLOs at: 
http://www.hed.state.nm.us/programs/request-a-change-to-the-nmccns.aspx)  

Student Learning Outcomes 
The aim of this course is to introduce some important philosophical questions and methods in such a way as to 



develop the student's ability for abstract logical thinking and critical analysis of arguments and ideas while 
fostering an understanding of our philosophical heritage through focus on music. By the end of the course 
students will be able to 

1. understand and articulate some of the leading philosophical theories of music, 
2. justify through philosophical argumentation their own views on issues in the philosophy of music, 

and 
3. through reflection on pieces of music articulate and address their own views on some 

perennial philosophical issues. A student's success in this class depends on how well he/she 
meets these goals. 

 
 

 
Institution-specific Student Learning Outcomes  
List institution-specific Student Learning Outcomes 

 
D. Narrative  

Explain what students are going to do to develop the critical skills (selected above) and how you will assess their 
learning? 
 

Communication. Genre and Medium Awareness, Application and Versatility; Strategies for Understanding and 
Evaluating Messages; and Evaluation and Production of Arguments.  
In this box, provide a narrative that explains how the proposed course addresses the outcomes of the first essential 
skill. 200 – 300 words. 

 
Critical Thinking. Problem Setting; Evidence Acquisition; Evidence Evaluation; and Reasoning/Conclusion 
[Note to the Committee: All the philosophy general education courses have virtually the same critical thinking skills 
descriptions. The reason for this is that we consider the described skills to be foundational for a good philosophical 
education, and so require them for all philosophy general education course].  In terms of the subcomponent, 
“Problem Setting”, students will learn to identify written and/or oral communication in terms of author’s intent, 
including: argumentation, explanation, and description.  
As noted in the “General Education Outcomes” document, critical thinking is “process-oriented”. Accordingly, the 
three remaining subcomponents of the critical thinking skill will be applied as students practice argument evaluation 
and production:  
(I) Argument Evaluation: Students will (i) present, (ii) explain, and (iii) evaluate arguments from the course readings, 
which focus on historical figures or problems in philosophy. To present an argument requires students to identify 
premises and conclusions of arguments from course readings. To explain an argument requires elucidating technical 
terms, situating an argument in its historical context, and identifying the grounds for an author’s premises and 
conclusions. To evaluate an argument requires students to assess the logical cogency of an argument and the 
acceptability of the premises. For the former, students are asked to assume the premises are true and assess whether 
the premises are relevant and sufficient to support the proffered conclusion or conclusions. To evaluate the 
acceptability of premises, students are asked to identify and evaluate possible evidential sources, including appeals to 
common knowledge, appeals to epistemic authority (e.g., a scientific study), first-person experience, and appeals to 
epistemic principles (e.g., Occam’s Razor).  
(II) Argument Production: Students will develop their own arguments on course topics. Students will practice 
constructing arguments that are logically cogent, that is, deductively valid, or inductively strong. Students will practice 
constructing arguments with epistemically acceptable premises. This will include attention to the evidential grounding 



of premises, e.g., appeals to common knowledge, appeals to epistemic authority (e.g., a scientific study), first-person 
experience, and appeals to epistemic principles (e.g., Occam’s Razor). 

 
Quantitative Reasoning. Communication/Representation of Quantitative Information; Analysis of Quantitative 
Arguments; and Application of Quantitative Models  
In this box, provide a narrative that explains how the proposed course addresses the outcomes of the third essential 
skill. 200 – 300 words. 

 
Personal & Social Responsibility. Intercultural reasoning and intercultural competence; Sustainability and the 
natural and human worlds; Ethical reasoning; Collaboration skills, teamwork and value systems; and Civic discourse, 
civic knowledge and engagement – local and global  
The subcomponent skill “Ethical Reasoning” will be served by students practicing distinguishing ethical reasoning from 
other types of discourse, e.g., descriptive claims and prudential claims. The same subcomponent will be further 
served by students learning the components of successful ethical reasoning, including (i) logically cogent arguments, 
that is, arguments that are deductively valid, or inductively strong; and (ii) the requirement of epistemically 
acceptable premises. The subcomponent, “Sustainability and the natural and human worlds” will be served by having 
students analyze songs in terms of personal and social responsibility. Examples may include one or more (but are not 
limited to) the following cases:  our ethical obligations to animals and the natural world, climate change, immigration 
and border issues, rights of minorities, capital punishment, abortion, the ethics of plagiarism, and the ethics of 
truthfulness in discourse and speech.  Examples will be drawn from musical selections covered in the course including 
folk “protest songs”, calls for social justice in the punk rock genre, etc.  
 
 

 
Information & Digital Literacy. Authority and Value of Information; Digital Literacy; Information Structure; and 
Research as Inquiry 
[Note to the Committee: All the philosophy general education courses have virtually the same information and Digital 
Literacy descriptions. The reason for this is that we consider the described skills to be foundational for a good 
philosophical education, and so require them for all philosophy general education course].  The subcomponent skill, 
“Authority and Value of Information” will be served in part by students learning to evaluate the premises of 
arguments, including arguments that they construct, in terms of the quality of the information. In addition, students 
will practice this component skill with digital sources in order to promote the “Digital Literacy” subcomponent. To 
address the “Research as Inquiry” subcomponent, students will learn to recognize proper appeals to epistemic 
authorities, and improper appeals to epistemic authorities. Such appeals include identifying and properly citing an 
authority who is respected in her field, for which there is a reasonable consensus among the relevant experts about 
the subject matter, and the authority must be speaking about a matter in her field of expertise. Students will learn 
how these conditions support the epistemic aim of research and argumentation, namely: to provide evaluable and 
truth conducive material. Students will learn to demonstrate that research meets, or fails to meet, the standards for a 
proper appeal to an epistemic authority. 

 
E. Supporting Documents 
☐ Sample Course Rubric Attached (recommended)  ☐ Sample Assessment Attached (required) 
 
F. Assessment Plan (Must be on file with HED by August 1, 2019) 

Link to Institution’s General Education Assessment Plan Click here to enter text. 



 

This course meets institutional standards for general education. 

 
_____________________________________________   _____________________________ 
Signature of Chief Academic Officer     Date 

 

 

HED Internal Use Only 

Presented to NMCC on ______________________________ 
Date 

☐Approved ☐Denied   

If denied, rationale: 

 

Institution Notified on _________________________________ 
   Date 

 

 



Sample assignment for Philosophy 124G, Philosophy of Music 
 
Preface 
 

The following assignment asks students to demonstrate these essential skills: 
 
• Information and Digital Literacy: Students will research and appropriately document sources for an 
academic paper.  
• Critical thinking: Still will defend a position with a logically cogent argument in either modus ponens or 
modus tollens form.   
 

Term Paper Assignment, Philosophy of Music: Phil 124G 
 Professor Mark Walker, NMSU 

Dialectal Essay 
 
Topic: Students must take a stand on the following question:  Should we accept the tendency theory of musical emotion 
Kivy discusses in our textbook? Answer yes or no and justify your answer.  

Due Date: April 10th, 2018 

Weight: 15% of your final grade 

Title: Make sure your paper has a unique title  

Copies: Bring 5 copies to class on the due date. (Four copies will be distributed to your peers for peer-review, the 
instructor will keep the fifth copy).  

No Name: DO NOT put your name on your paper. Put the last five digits of your Banner ID on each page of all five copies 
of your paper in the top right-hand corner. 

Format: 1,350-1,500 words (typed, double spaced). Please put the word count at the end of your paper.  

References: Students must use at least four references: at least two Internet resources and at least two “traditional” 
library resources. At least three resources must be from blind, peer-reviewed work.  You may use MLA or APA citation 
format so long as you are consistent and provide page numbers. 
 

Essay Scaffolding 

 Use the suggestions below to help guide the development of your dialectical essay. The items in bold should be 
included in your paper—changed where appropriate of course. 

 

Unique Title 

Paragraph 1: I will argue….[insert just your thesis here]. Follow this sentence with one or two sentences summarizing 
the main argument of your paper.  

Paragraphs 2-4: Explain the important philosophical concepts you will be speaking about. For example, explain 
‘utilitarianism’ or ‘contextualism’, etc. 



Paragraphs 5-8: Spell out your argument.  A good way to do this is to tell your readers your main premises and then 
defend each premise in a subsequent paragraph. For example, you might say the following in paragraph 5:  

The following two-premise argument shows what is wrong with utilitarianism:  

P1: If utilitarianism is true, then we could justifiably kill an innocent person to save others.  

P2: Killing an innocent person is never justified.  

C: Utilitarianism is false.  

In paragraph 6, you might defend P1. You might do this by drawing on your earlier exposition of utilitarianism and 
illustrating with an example.  

In paragraph 7, you might defend P2. Here again you might draw on general theoretical considerations and illustrate 
with an example.  

Paragraph 8 should draw the conclusion. You might note that if the two premises you have supported are true, then the 
conclusion must be true.  

Paragraph 9: “It might be objected….” [followed by a challenge to your argument]. It helps to note what step in the 
argument is being challenged. For example, you might say: “It might be objected that Premise 2 is false because the 
killing of innocents is sometimes justified in war.” Here you would illustrate with an example to show the force of the 
objection.  

Paragraph 10: “In response to the objection…” [followed by your challenge to the objection]. Here again it helps identify 
exactly where the objection goes wrong. The objection itself will have a premise or premises, so identify which of these 
you think is problematic, or whether you think the argument is a hasty conclusion.  

Long wordy Conclusion: Don’t do it. Students who find it necessary to recap the main points in a really short essay like 
this typically are looking to pad their word count. If you need a conclusion to make the minimum word count, you are 
almost certainly not going to do well on this assignment.  

Word Count: 1,487 

 

References 

MLA or APA formatting for references. Remember, at least three of the sources should be blind, peer-reviewed works. 
At least two should be from “traditional” library sources, and two Internet sources.  

 

 




